What does it mean to be a credentialed MTP coach?
An experienced coach in the MyTeachingPartner Coaching program has met rigorous
Teachstone standards. Set apart from other types of instructional coaches, MTP credentialed
coaches are experts in CLASS-based coaching for teachers, using a validated model.
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Learn from the Experts
•

The MTP program helps teachers improve the interactions that boost children’s learning.

•

Using video from teachers’ classrooms and the CLASS framework, coaches provide individualized, targeted feedback and support through structured observation cycles (see
graphic above).

•

The path to become credentialed can begin once an MTP coach has completed one
year (10 months) of MTP coaching.

Become the Expert
•

For an organization, growing credentialed MTP coaches means investing in making
your coaches experts in your community and scaling a validated coaching model.

•

The path to credentialing is designed to set coaches up for success, transitioning them
from receiving intensive supports to mentoring their teachers more independently.
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Scale and sustain the MTP model—
now and for years to come.

What’s involved with the MTP Coach Credentialing process?
Eligibility

To be considered for credentialing, MTP coaches must have
•

One year of full-support MTP experience, coaching at least two teachers

•

Cycle Feedback Form average of 94%

•

Cycle average of 10 per teacher

•

Teachstone MTP Specialist approval

Stage 1

In the initial credentialed year, coaches receive
•

Three individual support calls with a Teachstone MTP Specialist

•

MTP Coach Refresher Training

•

Reporting

•

Access to topic-discussion webinars

•

Access to exemplary classroom videos and myCLASS account

•

Invitation to an exclusive MTP social media group

•

Any updated coaching materials

Stage 2

In the second credentialed year—and every year following—
coaches receive
•

Reporting

•

Access to topic-discussion webinars

•

Access to exemplary classroom videos
and myCLASS account

•

Invitation to an exclusive MTP social
media group

•

Any updated coaching materials
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